One of the largest economies
- Japan 3rd, Korea 12th largest GDP

Home to many leading manufacturers
- Toyota, Samsung

Millenniums of history as ancient capitals
- Seoul, Kyoto

Rich and unique cultures
- Korean Nanta and Sumo Wrestling

Beautiful nature
- Han river, Cherry blossom, Mt. Fuji

The most magnificent food
- Sushi, Tempura, Korean BBQ

To the far East ... to the far side

One of the leading economies, yet with rich culture, beautiful landscape, and amazing food!
These unique mixtures along with new friends = a learning and cultural experience of a lifetime!
Possible Plenaries:

- **TOYOTA**: World's largest Auto. Manufacturer - Prius, Lexus
- **SAMSUNG**: World’s largest Elec. Manufacturer - Galaxy phones, tablets

Possible Cultural Events:
- **CABINET of JAPAN**: Behind the scenes of Tokyo Olympics 2020
- **CITY TOURS**: Visiting historical points in Kyoto, Seoul, etc
- **TRADITIONAL EXPERIENCE**: Experiencing traditional sports and costumes such as Sumo and Hanbok
- **Homestay**: Experiencing Asian culture with Japanese homestay family
- **OTHER**: Sushi making, Hot spring, etc

Possible Visiting Cities:
- **SEOUL**: Korea's largest city and capital, Center of economy and politics
- **OSAKA**: Third largest city of Japan, Center of the western region
- **TOKYO**: Largest metropolitan area in the world, host city of 2020 Olympics
- **OTHER**: Busan, Kyoto, etc

Estimated costs: approx. $ 4,000 per person; includes airfare, hotels, long distance ground transportation, major events, breakfasts, etc.
(Additional costs not included in this budget include lunch, dinner, taxis, and spending money)